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COMMENTARY

Perspectives of Life in Sweden During
the COVID-19 Pandemic
Karin Weman Josefsson
Halmstad University
Sweden has adopted a somewhat different approach to handle the corona
pandemic, which has been widely debated both on national and international
levels. The Swedish model involves more individual responsibility and reliance
on voluntary civic liability than law enforcement, while common measures in
other countries are based on more controlling strategies, such as restrictive
lockdowns, quarantines, closed borders, and mandatory behavior constraints.
This commentary aims to give a brief overview of the foundations of the Swedish
model as well as a discussion on how and why it has been adopted in the Swedish
society based on Swedish legislations, culture, and traditions. Finally, perspectives on how the Swedish model could be connected to the tenets of selfdetermination theory will be discussed.
Keywords: health behavior, motivation, self-determination

When corona swept across the world, many countries tried to limit the
contagion using restrictions based on lockdown, forced quarantine, and other
strategies to control citizens’ actions, in some cases supported by police or military
enforcements and legislations to regulate violations. Sweden received worldwide
attention for their unique approach to the pandemic that refrained from countrywide lockdowns. Swedes were criticized for what was viewed as a softer approach
that favored “herd immunity” and was labeled as “the Swedish Gamble” (Vogel,
2020). There were perceptions from around the world that Sweden neglected to
take necessary measures to slow the spread of the virus (Irwin, 2020).
To understand the Swedish approach, you need to know that this country has a
long history of high trust in authorities, institutions, and science (Falk, 2020). It is
also written in the Swedish constitution that expert authorities (and not politicians)
guide these kinds of situations, and military forces are not allowed to intervene in
civil matters in times of peace (only in times of war). This means that even if the
government can control how the expert authorities, such as the Public Health Agency
(the Swedish equivalent to Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) should work,
they cannot overrule or interfere with their ongoing work to gain personal or political
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beneﬁts, or from public pressures. Of course, politicians have the ofﬁcial power in
the end, but in this sense, the Swedish constitution is different from many other
countries. Swedish law also ensures that Swedes have the right to move freely, and
the Swedish Infectious Diseases Act 2004:168 (Socialdepartementet, 2004) does not
allow forced lockdown. The government passed a temporary exception to this law
for 3 months (starting April) where they potentially could have decided on some
degree of lockdown, but it was never used as the infection rates slowed down
markedly. A more elaborate (but also temporary) pandemic law to allow more
restrictive measures were taken into effect in January 2021. Still, the Public Health
Agency of Sweden states that they do not believe public health work should build
on controlling measures or punishment and traditionally use recommendations and
appeals to trust and volition instead, which has proven to be effective in many cases.
As an example, 95–98% of Swedish parents follow the children vaccination
programs voluntarily (Smittskyddsinstitutet, 2005). Hence, a combination of legislation and tradition to avoid rules and paternalism, aiming to facilitate peoples’
motivation to act wisely and sensibly by their own goodwill, is deeply rooted in
Swedish public health work.
There is a misconception that the Swedish COVID-19 approach is not
regulated by law, and perhaps this is a case of semantics and how the concepts
of “general advice” and “recommendations” are interpreted, making it sound more
voluntary than it is. General advice from the Public Health Agency is not binding
but is a strong recommendation about how you are expected to behave to comply
with a law or a regulation (Folkhälsomyndigheten, 2020a). There are more
restrictive rules that apply, for example, to public events (e.g., that any audience
at cultural or sports event must be sitting down with 1–1.5 m distance) and
restaurants (e.g., table service only, maximum eight guests per table, no alcohol
serving after 08:00 p.m., etc.). According to Swedish Infectious Diseases Act
2004:168 (Socialdepartementet, 2004), everyone has a personal responsibility to
prevent the spread of infectious diseases, and it is this responsibility authorities
appeal to when they ask (not force) the Swedish people to follow the recommendations of social distancing, hand hygiene, protecting our older adults and the
vulnerable, work from home, and avoid parties and unnecessary travels—and
to do it in solidarity and respect for each other and the people who work hard in
health care. Solidarity is a word with a long history in Sweden that may have been
watered and mainly politically annotated with time, but rediscovered in a crisis that
affects all citizens, regardless of political standpoint. It is a positive and strong
word that encourages people to stand together and care for each other in times of
need. Support your local hairdresser and restaurant but act responsible and use
common sense. Gallup polls during the pandemic also show that 70–80% of the
Swedish population support the Swedish corona strategy and trust the authorities
(Falk, 2020).

A Belief in Sustainable and Bearable Measures
The Swedish Public Health Agency has from the beginning of the pandemic openly
stated that controlling strategies, such as lockdowns, will (at best) work short-term
(especially in democratic societies) and will do more harm than good in this
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situation. The chief epidemiologist has repeatedly stated that handling the corona
crisis is “a marathon, not a sprint,” and stresses the need for sustainable restrictions
that people can not only tolerate for a long period of time, but also does not change
back and forth (such as opening and closing lockdowns), challenging peoples’
patience. From the beginning, the Public Health Agency has also emphasized a
holistic public health approach, not only focusing on the COVID-19 health risks,
but also other health consequences on a societal level that could have negative side
effects of more severe measures, such as lockdowns (e.g., overlooked cancer
diagnoses and physical and psychological effects of physical inactivity, economic
recession, unemployment, social isolation). Therefore, the primary schools, restaurants, hairdressers, and other businesses have been allowed to remain open,
although high schools and universities shifted to online classes. Even gyms, sport
clubs, swimming facilities, and team sports for all ages have been allowed open
during the entire pandemic, as sports and recreation activities are highly promoted
by the Public Health Agency (with outdoor activities especially encouraged). The
general advice on physical activity is that sports competitions and training sessions
can be performed in all sports on any levels but should primarily be held outdoors
and avoiding crowding, providing hand hygiene possibilities, and held in accordance with the main restrictions for public events (Ödman, 2020). As in many other
European countries, Sweden has recently had surging infection rates, and the
Public Health Agency has applied more stringent restrictions (e.g., recommending
people to temporarily avoid gyms, sport competitions and other social events,
unnecessary travel, limit social contacts outside the own household, etc.) to control
the rising spread.

Motivation Theory Perspectives
One of the key arguments from the Swedish authorities regarding the COVID-19
approach is that a softer strategy is more sustainable in the long term not forcing
people by closing society and restricting their lives, and there is evidence to support
that. We often try to control people by default; however, controlling strategies
might eventually backﬁre because humans don’t like to feel controlled and because
it encourages cheating, loaﬁng, and violations (Ryan & Deci, 2017). We have
evidence that riots and demonstrations across the world represent a backlash from
removing personal responsibility as the driving motivator and instead relying on
extrinsic factors for motiving human behavior, such as national mandates. It is
more effective when people do things because they want to do it and believe it is
meaningful (instead of trying to avoid punishments) because then they will sustain
and self-regulate the behavior even in the face of barriers.
The Swedish approach could therefore be connected to the tenets of selfdetermination theory (SDT; Ryan & Deci, 2017), and the value of three basic
psychological needs for motivation and behavior. When fulﬁlled, the psychological needs autonomy (feelings of volition and choice), competence (feeling
effectiveness and mastery), and relatedness (feeling connected to other people)
stimulate human growth and well-being as well as self-regulation and selfdetermined motivation. If the needs are frustrated or thwarted, on the other
hand, and people feel controlled, helpless, or isolated, the motivational regulations
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will be based on external forces which are less sustainable and depending on
contingent rewards or punishments (carrot and stick).
Sweden’s softer policy and recommendations for social distancing have
been widely criticized, and even called experimental, but so far, it seems to
work more or less the same (i.e., as good or bad in terms of mortality, economy,
unemployment, etc.) as many other countries with stricter and more controlling
policies (e.g., Belgium, Spain, Italy). Both mobile net data and polls show that
many Swedes practice social distancing voluntarily in accordance with the
recommendations (Orbe et al., 2020; Falk, 2020). Also, 86% reported they spent
their summer vacation at local destinations (i.e., “staycation” or “hemester” in
Swedish) instead of the usual travels (Englund, 2020; Novus, 2020) and travels
during the autumn school leave (“höstlovet” in Swedish) decreased with 20–30%
compared with 2019 (Folkhälsomyndigheten, 2020b). Experts have stated that
the Swedish measures based on voluntariness, trust, and reason are right for the
Swedish context but would perhaps not work in other countries. This might be true
in part, as trust and transparence between authorities and citizens is a fundamental
part of it, but the basic psychological needs (autonomy, competence, and relatedness) underpinning the motivational regulations in SDT are universal and applies
to people of all ages and cultures (Ryan, & Deci, 2002, 2017; Deci, & Ryan,
2000). There is also a large COVID-19 project in Belgium based on SDT on how to
create a motivating climate when the populations’ patience to follow the guidelines
fail (Vansteenkiste et al., 2020) supporting the assumption that more autonomy
supportive approaches might be used in other countries.
Recently, and in the face of surging cases in Europe, the World Health
Organization European unit stated that lockdowns should only be used as a “last
resort” due to collateral damage, in terms of, for example, mental health, domestic
violence, and prevention and management of other health issues (Kluge, 2020). An
observational study on the impact of country level actions showed that full lockdowns was not related to decreased number of critical cases or overall mortality
(Chaudhry, Dranitsaris, Mubashir, Bartoszko, & Riaz, 2020); however, no causal
inferences can be drawn given the exploratory observational design. Another study
showed no signiﬁcant beneﬁts from mandatory lockdown compared to voluntary
measures in any of the 10 countries compared in the study, and harsh restrictions did
not seem to protect vulnerable populations (Bendavid, Oh, Battacharya & Ioannidis,
2021). Also, in the Great Barrington Declaration (Kulldorff, Bhattacharya, &
Gupta, 2020), a group of infectious-disease experts called for an end of lockdowns to
tackle COVID-19, claiming that lockdown harms public health and is “a terrible
experiment.” The Public Health Agency of Sweden stated at the beginning of the
pandemic that other measures are preferred over lockdown to ﬂatten the curve and to
prevent health care overload. In fact, despite Sweden’s high death tolls, Swedish
health care and intensive care units so far never reached its limits, and the emergency
ﬁeld hospitals that were built during spring could be mounted down without being
used. Hopefully, they will not be needed even in the future, but this virus has
surprised the world several times before so no one can be sure.
An important note is that Swedish authorities never claimed to have the best
solution, or even knowing their model will be more successful than any other. They
simply let the experts lead the way, judging the available evidence, adjusting
according to upcoming situations while also following Swedish laws and traditions.
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It is also important to note that some parts of the strategy have failed, such as the early
mass testing and tracing, which was delayed for months before full capacity came in
to place. In addition, some of the information could have been adapted to different
target groups, contain less bureaucratic language, and be communicated in different
contexts and channels and with various methods to reach the parts of the population
more susceptible to social media rumors and fake news. The high death tolls in
the older adult population is also considered a domestic failure. At the same time,
other European countries have as high or even higher death tolls per 100,000
population than Sweden despite strict lockdowns and compulsory use of face masks
(e.g., United Kingdom, Belgium, Spain), and most countries in the world have
actually failed to protect older adults (Comas-Herrera et al., 2020). It is noticeable
that some countries that applied tougher measures and obligatory masks in the “ﬁrst
wave” during spring still got hit hard by the “second wave,” implying tougher
measures were no guarantee of controlling this disease, not even for some of the
countries that successfully controlled the virus in spring. It is easy to look in the
mirror and judge what we should have done, but every country has had to act on
available information and evidence at any given time, and even with the rapidly
mounting studies on COVID-19, there is still much to be learned before scientists
know how to make sense of this pandemic.
Between March and October 2020, the Public Health Agency held over 100
press conferences, for 1 hr each, on COVID-19 updates. During the most intense
period of the pandemic, they were held daily, but since the infection rates slowed
down during summer, they have been held twice a week. The Public Health
Agency recently declared that they plan to continue with these press conferences
for at least until autumn 2021. The regular press conferences together with the
written reports published on a weekly basis on their website have helped people
keep evidence-based track of the pandemic progress, understand how the authorities work and get critical questions answered by experts open for debate, and
discussing different views. They provide meaningful rational for people to act
responsible and prevent the infection to spread, and this autonomy-supportive
approach might help citizens internalize the restrictions because they ﬁnd it
important, trust the system, and feel societal afﬁliation.
One way to control the pandemic (or emerging endemic) and go back to some
kind of “new normal,” is to develop herd immunity, which can be obtained in two
ways—either by a certain number of people in the population getting infected and
developing antibodies or by vaccination (World Health Organization, 2020). This
means that all countries need herd immunity but reaching it by letting people getting
infected will cost too many lives, and as we do not know how effective the COVID19 vaccines will be over time, it is possible that the world will have to live with this
virus for years before vaccines can help us handle this situation well enough. In turn,
this means that sustaining the behavioral measures to ﬂatten the curve (social
distancing, hand washing, working from home, etc.) will be crucial to reduce the
public health and societal damage until a proper and continuous vaccine program
becomes available on a global level.
In summary, nobody knows which strategy will turn out to be more
successful than another in the end, and all countries do the very best they can
with the current knowledge and resources available (e.g., health care insurance
system). Behavior is the most important factor to control the virus, and there are a
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number of evidence-based methods for communicating motivational messages
and policies for sustainable behavior based on SDT (Vansteenkiste et al., 2020).
There are also communication models to avoid, which can have the opposite
effect. When people feel helpless, incompetent and controlled, do not see the
meaning and value of the activity, feel exposed and isolated, receive conﬂicting
information, and so forth, they lose the psychological energy (motivation)
required to follow the restrictions. Regardless of the overall actions on country
level, many governments could beneﬁt from targeting the motivational drives
needed for people to willingly act responsible and solidary to endure this
COVID-19 marathon.
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